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CRISTEK INTERCONNECT DIVISION
Qnnect’s Cristek Division, founded in 1985, has an 
experienced management team running operations 
across more than 56,000 square feet of manufacturing 
facilities in Southern California, New England, and 
Nevada.

This division combines an extensive range of interconnect 
technologies along with a deep commitment to process 
discipline resulting in: 

• Seamless progression through concept and proof  
of design

• Preproduction analysis of manufacturability

• On-time full-scale production that meets quality 
requirements

Vertical integration and engineering expertise has 
distinguished Cristek as a best-in-class manufacturer 
with expertise in DC through 67 GHz RF/microwave 
frequency connectors, cables, and electromechanical 
design and assembly. 

Enabling Technology for Mission Success
We have World-Wide product and industry expertise 
representing best-in-class mission-critical solutions 
for all your interconnect needs.

Specialty 
Interconnects
Overview
In addition to our extensive capabilities 
and solutions supporting hermetic 
modules, Qnnect provides high-reliability, 
high-performance DC and RF/Microwave 
non-hermetic connector options through 
our Specialty Interconnects Platform. 

Comprised of our Cristek Interconnect 
and FilConn Divisions, we provide field-
proven interconnects and assembly 
services to defense, aerospace, medical, 
transit and energy segments. 
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Filconn Division
Qnnect’s FilConn Division, based in Chandler, AZ, specializes in 
precision high reliability filtered, EMP suppression, and custom 
configuration connectors.

Key product areas include:

• Integrated banding platform connectors
• 38999 side mount and ruggedized USB connectors
• Ruggedized RJ45 conversion connectors
• Custom receptacle connectors
• Conversion connectors

Custom designs are common in the filter connector industry and that 
can typically mean long lead times and slower time to market for the 
finished component. FilConn has taken specific steps to reduce lead 
times and minimize product time to market by developing unique 
agreements with key component suppliers. 

Qnnect’s FilConn Division is known for:
• Providing on-time delivery of defect free products
• Clearly understanding and meeting job requirements
• Continuous improvement of our QMS system.

With over 50 years of connector design expertise, 
FilConn excels at custom product development. This 
division has a solid reputation for its hands-on technical 
support, and quick turn manufacturing — often in half 
the time of competitor offerings.

About Qnnect
Qnnect is a leading global producer of highly engineered electronic 
interconnect solutions for high-density and high-speed applications 
of leading original equipment manufacturers. Qnnect’s connector and 
interconnect businesses have over 100 years of combined experience as 
trusted partners in the Defense & Aerospace, Hi-Rel, Semiconductor, Test 
and Measurement and Consumer Electronics markets.

Our customers are at the center of everything we do.


